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Discussion Focus

Proposal: Let’s establish UNISON-global!

- Discuss the establishment of UNISON-global (including benefits & difficulties)
- Discuss *future* plans to promote UNISON-global activities
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Discussion results

- Agreement on the establishment of UNISON-global!
  - Ghana, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Peru

- Vision of UNISON-global
  - Activate space developments in “harmony” and “competition” of UNISON of all regions.
  - Challenge international missions that we can not achieve alone.

- Future plans to promote UNISON-global
  - First UNISON-Global Meeting at Second UNISEC-global meeting
  - Road map to UNISON-local
  - Documentation and Road map to UNISON-Global

- Future Idea of UNISON-Global
  - Joint mission
  - Feedback
  - Collaboration

- UNISON-Local rep will talk about target until the next year